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ABSTRACT. We have used very-long-baseline interferometry (VLBI) to make twenty-two indepen-
dent measurements, between September 1984 and December 1986, of the length of the 3900-km 
baseline between the Moj ave site in California and the Haystack/Westford site in Massachusetts. 
These experiments differ from the typical geodetic VLBI experiments in that a large fraction of 
observations are obtained at elevation angles between 4° and 10°. Data from these low elevation 
angles allows the vertical coordinate of site position, and hence the baseline length, to be estimated 
with greater precision. For the sixteen experiments processed thus far, the weighted root-mean-
square scatter of the estimates of the baseline length is 8 mm. We discuss these experiments, the 
processing of the data, and the resulting baseline length estimates. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the precision of estimates of baseline length obtained from the analysis of Mk-
III very-long-baseline interferometry (VLBI) data has passed below the level of 10 parts-per-billion. 
The limiting source of error continues to be the atmosphere. The effects of atmospheric errors on 
estimates of baseline length are discussed in Lanyi [1984], Davis et al. [1985], Davis [1986], Herring 
[1986], and Treuhaft and Lanyi [1987]. The typical treatment of atmospheric propagation delay in 
the analysis of geodetic VLBI data involves the use of surface meteorological measurements (and 
possibly radiometric measurements; see Elgered et al. [1987]) to determine an a priori value for 
the zenith propagation delay, and the use of a mapping function. (The mapping function describes 
the elevation-angle dependence of the propagation delay, i.e., the number of air masses traversed.) 
Corrections to the a priori value of the zenith delay are then estimated, along with the relevant 
geodetic parameters, from the VLBI data. 

The unique elevation-angle dependence of the atmospheric propagation delay allows a precise 
estimate to be made of the zenith-delay corrections. However, the sensitivity of the VLBI group-
delay measurement to a change in the zenith delay is highly correlated with the sensitivity of the 
group delay to a change in the vertical coordinate of site position for small ranges of air mass. 
By observing sources at low elevation angles, we can decrease the correlation of the estimates of 
the zenith-delay corrections with those of the vertical coordinate of site positions, and thereby 
obtain a more precise estimate of those (and other) parameters. Nevertheless, many schedules for 
geodetic VLBI experiments include no observations below about 10° elevation at any site. This 
omission is primarily intended to avoid the effects of errors in the mapping function used, since such 
errors are generally worse at lower elevations. (It is harder to predict atmospheric properties at 
greater horizontal distances from the site.) We therefore pose the question: What is the "optimum" 
minimum elevation angle to minimize errors in baseline-length estimates? 
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Figure 1 . Estimates of the length of the baseline from Haystack/Westford to Mojave (see text). A 
mean value of 3,904,144,248 mm has been subtracted from the values shown. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS and RESULTS 

In order to study this question, we designed VLBI experiments known as "low-elevation" ex-
periments in reference to their scheduling strategy: the attempt is made to observe low in the sky as 
frequently as possible, within the limits of the antennas used. For the standard set of low-elevation 
experiments, we used the Mojave site ( c m t n = 8°) in California and the Haystack/Westford site 
[tmin = 4 ° ) in Massachusetts. 

The processing of the data from these experiments differed in several respects from the pro-
cessing which we employed several years ago (see, e.g., Clark et al. [1985]) for geodetic VLBI data. 
A new mapping function for the dry atmosphere, developed by Davis et al. [1985], and accurate 
to about 10 mm at 5° elevation for a wide range of atmospheric conditions, was used. Another 
improvement was the use of a Kaiman filter to estimate clock offsets and zenith delay corrections. 
Each of these corrections is modeled as a time-varying stochastic process, the statistics of which are 
deduced from other sources; the values of the corrections for the epochs of the VLBI observations 
are estimated by the Kaiman filter. Finally, we used radiometric data to estimate the ewet delay" 
when these data are available. 

In Figure 1, we present the estimates of the Haystack-Mojave baseline lengths as a function of 
experiment date. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the estimate of the baseline 
length, deduced from the propagation of the stochastic errors involved. These errors include the the 
measurement errors of the group-delay observations and the stochastic behavior of the clocks and 
atmospheres. The weighted root-mean-square scatter of the estimates about their weighted mean 
is 8 mm, representing a fractional repeatability of 2 parts-per-billion. 
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